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Summary
Background: The conserved Fat and Core planar cell polarity
(PCP) pathways work together to specify tissue-wide orienta-
tion of hairs and ridges in the Drosophila wing. Their compo-
nents form intracellularly polarized complexes at adherens
junctions that couple the polarity of adjacent cells and form
global patterns. How Fat and Core PCP systems interact is
not understood. Some studies suggest that Fat PCP directly
orients patterns formed by Core PCP components. Others
implicate oriented tissue remodeling in specifying Core PCP
patterns.
Results: We use genetics, quantitative image analysis, and
physical modeling to study Fat and Core PCP interactions dur-
ing wing development. We show their patterns change during
morphogenesis, undergoing phases of coupling and uncou-
pling that are regulated by antagonistic Core PCP protein iso-
forms Prickle and Spiny-legs. Evolving patterns of Core PCP
are hysteretic: the early Core PCP pattern is modified by tissue
flows and then by coupling to Fat PCP, producing sequential
patterns that guide hairs and then ridges. Our data quantita-
tively account for altered hair and ridge polarity patterns
in PCP mutants. Premature coupling between Fat and Core
PCP explains altered polarity patterns in pk mutants. In other
Core PCP mutants, hair polarity patterns are guided directly
by Fat PCP. When both systems fail, hairs still align locally
and obey signals associated with veins.
Conclusions: Temporally regulated coupling between the Fat
and Core PCP systems enables a single tissue to develop
sequential polarity patterns that orient distinct morphological
structures.Introduction
Planar cell polarity (PCP) underlies coordinated cell behaviors
that organize developing tissues [1]. It orients the cell divisions
and rearrangements that specify tissue shape and coordinates
tissue shape with the global alignment of external structures
such as hairs and cilia. Planar polarity in the Drosophila wing
is reflected in its growth orientation (biased along the proximo-
distal [PD] axis) [2, 3], in the uniform distal orientation of wing
hairs [4], and in a more complex pattern of cuticular ridges
formed by wing epithelial cells [5]. The wing develops from a
folded epithelial sac, or imaginal disc. Discs grow during larval3Co-first author
*Correspondence: eaton@mpi-cbg.de (S.E.), julicher@pks.mpg.de (F.J.)development, and after pupariation they undergo morphoge-
netic movements that oppose the dorsal and ventral wing
surfaces [6], refine wing shape [7], and regularize its packing
geometry [8]. Wing hairs emerge about 30 hr after puparium
formation (hAPF), and adult cuticle secretion begins shortly
afterward.
Planar polarized features of wing development are influ-
enced by two different molecular systems, termed Core PCP
and Fat PCP [1, 9]. Both consist of proteins that form asym-
metric complexes at cell junctions that couple the polarity of
adjacent cells and develop tissue-wide polarity patterns [10–
13]. Perturbing each pathway produces distinct alterations in
hair and ridge orientation [4, 5, 14, 15]. Fat PCP also influences
growth orientation in the larval wing [2, 3]. How global patterns
of Fat and Core PCP emerge and the functional relationship
between them is not completely understood.
One-half of the Core PCP complex is composed of
the seven-pass transmembrane cadherin Flamingo (Fmi),
the seven-pass transmembrane protein Frizzled (Fz), and the
peripherally associated proteins Dishevelled and Diego. These
interact across adherens junctions with a complementary
complex in the adjacent cell consisting of Fmi, the transmem-
brane protein Strabismus (Stbm), and a peripherally associ-
ated protein derived from the prickle locus [1, 9]. Two protein
isoforms produced by this locus, Prickle (Pk) and Spiny-legs
(Sple), differ in their N terminus and are required tissue spe-
cifically [16]. Core PCP complexes with opposite polarities
segregate to different sides of the cell, generating intracellular
polarity that is coupled between neighbors. Global patterns of
Core PCP emerge during larval growth and change dynami-
cally duringwingmorphogenesis [7, 8, 12, 17]. At the time hairs
form, Core PCP complexes are uniformly aligned along the PD
axis of the wing with Fz-containing domains facing distally
[1, 9]. Loss of Core PCP components causes reproducible
changes in the hair pattern: hair polarity throughout the wing
has a strong anterior-posterior (AP) component and tends
to point either toward or away from the third wing vein (L3),
depending on the specific mutation [4, 15].
Positive and negative interactions between Core PCP pro-
teins within and between cells appear to self-organize polarity
and align it between small groups of cells. Global Core PCP
patterns are thought to rely on cues that bias the direction of
the feedback interactions. The Fat system has been proposed
to be one such cue [9], and genetic evidence for its involve-
ment is strongest for tissues and structures whose polarity
depends on Sple [15, 18–20]. However, Fat and Core PCP
can also operate independently to orient hairs and bristles
[21, 22]. In the wing, distal hair orientation depends on Pk
and not on Sple [16]. Nonetheless, loss of Fat PCP perturbs
hair polarity in the proximal wing blade [14]. How it does so
is controversial.
The Fat PCP system is based on the atypical cadherins Fat
(Ft) and Dachsous (Ds), which bind heterophilically across
cell contacts, and the Golgi-kinase Four-jointed (Fj), which
modulates their affinities for each other [23, 24]. Intracellular
asymmetry of Ft:Ds heterodimers is established in response
to opposing tissue-wide expression gradients of ds and fj
such that intracellular Ds polarity points down the Ds gradient
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2112[10–12]. Fat:Ds heterodimer polarity causes intracellular polar-
ization of the atypical myosin Dachs [3, 25]. In the larval wing
disc, Fat PCP vectors, which we define as pointing toward
the side of the cell that accumulates Ds and Dachs, are aligned
with growth orientation, pointing in a roughly radial pattern
toward the center of the wing pouch. This pattern is similar
to that of Core PCP vectors (with Ds and Fz orienting the
same direction) [12, 17]. However, Fat PCP vectors (deduced
from transcriptional gradients of Fj and Ds) point opposite
to Core PCP in the eye and have the opposite relationship to
hair and bristle polarity in the anterior abdomen [9, 26–28].
Despite the similarity of their patterns in larval wing discs,
Fat PCP influences the disc Core pattern only near the pre-
sumptive hinge; elsewhere, it is guided by signals from
the AP and dorsoventral (DV) compartment boundaries [17].
After pupariation, Core PCP reorganizes to form a fan-shaped
pattern. Later, during pupal morphogenesis, it reorients
distally, forming the pattern that guides wing hair outgrowth
[7]. Whether Fat PCP orientation changes similarly during pu-
pal development has never been examined, and the functional
relationship between the two pathways at this stage is unclear.
Distal realignment of Core PCP depends on oriented epithelial
remodeling that reshapes the wing blade at this time. Gain and
loss of cell contacts that are biased in the PD axis, along
with PD cell elongation, suffice to shift the Core PCP axis in
simulations [7]. However, epithelial remodeling also coincides
with PD alignment of microtubules, which is perturbed in Fat
pathway mutants and has been proposed to bias transport
of Fz-containing vesicles [29, 30].
Here, we have sought to clarify the functional relationship
between the Fat PCP and Core PCP systems in the wing.
We quantify and compare their global patterns of polarity
throughout development, examine how these systems influ-
ence each other’s polarity, and probe their respective func-
tions in hair and ridge orientation.
Results
Core PCP and Ft PCP Patterns Diverge during Pupal Wing
Remodeling
To investigate the relationship of Fat and Core PCP systems,
we quantified and compared their polarity patterns throughout
wing development. Previous studies showed that their pat-
terns in the larval wing pouch are similar near the interface
between hinge and blade regions [12, 17]. In the central wing
pouch, the Core PCP pattern is oriented with respect to the
DV and AP compartment boundaries, but Dachs::V5-express-
ing clones did not reveal strong Fat system polarity in this
region [17, 31]. We reexamined the Fat PCP pattern by visual-
izing endogenous Dachs. We segmented cells and calculated
a nematic based on the anisotropy of Dachs perimeter inten-
sity. Its angle reveals the axis and its length reveals the magni-
tude of anisotropy (Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
Section 5, available online) [7, 17]. Locally averaged nematics
reveal a Fat PCP pattern with strong polarity extending into the
central wing pouch (Figures 1A–1C). Strikingly, Fat system
polarity in this region corresponds to that of the Core PCP
system, including pattern features near the DV and AP bound-
aries. Both Core and Fat PCP complexes have a clustered
organization at cell contacts, but do not cocluster extensively
(Figures S1A and S1B).
The Core PCP pattern is reorganized during wing morpho-
genesis [7]. We wondered whether the Fat PCP pattern
changed as well, or whether opposing Fj and Ds gradientswould continue to guide its polarity. We therefore quantified
Fat PCP nematics based on Ds::EGFP throughout pupal
wing development. We also used clones expressing EGFP-
tagged Dachs or Ds to quantify the vector direction of Fat
PCP. We then compared the pattern of Fat PCP to that of the
Core system (using Stbm::enhanced yellow fluorescent pro-
tein [EYFP]) and to expression gradients of Ds and Fj (Figures
1D–1L and S1F). Fat and Core PCP patterns change in parallel
during prepupal morphogenesis—by 6 hAPF, they are orga-
nized in a fan-shaped pattern such that both Fz and Dachs
domains orient toward the wing margin (data not shown).
This pattern is stable until about 16 hAPF (Figures 1D, 1E,
and S1C–S1E). The fan-shaped pattern assumed by Fat PCP
is consistent with elevated Ds expression anterior to the AP
boundary that becomes visible after pupariation (Figure 1F)
[15, 32], while Fj expression remains high at the wing margin
(Figure S1F) [27]. Thus, Fat PCP vectors at 16 hAPF point
away from high levels of Ds near vein L3 toward high levels
of Fj at the wing margin.
Fat PCP and Core PCP vectors diverge during pupal
morphogenesis, starting shortly after 16 hAPF. At this time,
anisotropic tissue flows reshape the wing blade, extending it
along the PD axis and narrowing it along the AP axis. In vivo
time-lapse imaging shows that the Core PCP pattern reorients
to align with the PD axis of the wing (Figures 1D, 1G, 1J, and
1M–1O; Movie S1-1) [7]. Alignment of Core PCP with the PD
axis is complete by 24 hAPF (Figure 1G), and the magnitude
of PD polarity increases until 32 hAPF—roughly the time hairs
form.
Fat system polarity behaves differently during tissue flows
(Movie S1-2). While the Core PCP pattern reorients, the Fat
PCP pattern maintains its alignment with Ds and Fj expression
gradients (Figures 1E, 1H, 1K, and 1P–1R). Although Ds levels
along the AP boundary decrease during tissue flows, its gen-
eral pattern is not altered (Figures 1F, 1I, 1L, and S1F; Movie
S1-3). Fat PCP is unchanged until 26 hAPF (hours after Core
PCP has reoriented) (Movie S1-2), when the axis of the Fat
PCP system shifts slightly to become even more orthogonal
to the PD axis (Figure 1K). Thus, at the time of hair outgrowth,
Fat PCP is oriented roughly orthogonal to Core PCP
throughout much of the wing blade. They align only near the
distal wing margin, and very close to the hinge. Here, Fat
PCP nematics are small, but tend to orient along the PD axis
(compare Figure 1J to Figure 1K).
Fat PCP vectors generally point toward the anterior wing
margin anterior to L3 and posteriorly on the other side (Figures
S1G, S1H, S2C, S2C0, and S2D–S2E0 0 0; Movie S1-4). However,
strikingly, wing veins (except L2) are associated with local dis-
turbances in the direction of Fat PCP vectors, which flip over
very short distances such that Ds and Dachs domains point
toward veins from either side (Figures 1R, S1G, and S1I–
S1L). Interestingly, this feature of the Fat PCP pattern does
not correlate with opposing gradients of Ds or Fj (Figure S1F).
Fat and Core PCP Patterns Converge after Hairs Emerge
After wing hairs form, just before cuticle secretion, both Core
PCP and Fat PCP patterns change again. The Fat polarity
system undergoes a striking reorganization (Figures 2A–2C,
2K–2M, and S2). Anterior to vein L3, it rotates by 90 such
that Dachs domains point toward the hinge; thus, Fat PCP
has an identical axis, but opposite vector orientation, to Core
PCP in this region (Figures S2D–S2F0; Movie S1-4). This reor-
ientation is not guided by changes in Ds expression (Movie







Figure 1. Evolution of Core PCP and Fat PCP during Drosophila Wing Development
(A–C) Coarse-grained Fmi (A) and Dachs (B) nematics quantified from the same wing disc and overlay of both patterns on a schematized wing disc (C).
(D–L) Stbm::EYFP (D, G, and J) and Ds::EGFP (E, H, and K) coarse-grained nematics and quantification of the Ds::EGFP gradient (F, I, and L) during pupal
wing development at 16 (D–F), 24 (G–I), and 30 (J–L) hAPF. The average Ds::EGFP pixel intensity on cell interfaces shown in (F), (I), and (L) is encoded
according to the colorbar in (L) (arbitrary units).
(M–O) Schematized Core PCP pattern during pupal wing development at 16 (M), 24 (N), and 30 (O) hAPF. Core PCP reorients from radial to PD polarity
between 16 and 30 hAPF.
(P–R) Schematized Fat PCP pattern during pupal wing development at 16 (P), 24 (Q), and 30 (R) hAPF. Fat PCP reorients from radial to AP polarity between 16
and 30 hAPF.
Scale bars, 50 mm. See also Figure S1 and Movie S1.
Coupling of Core and Fat PCP by Prickle/Spiny-Legs
2113by about 45 to align in opposite vector directions (Figures 2B,
2C, 2E, 2F, and 2I–2M; Movie S2). The resulting Fat and Core
PCP pattern is remarkably similar to the pattern of cuticular
ridges (Figures 2C, 2F, and 2H) [5]. In summary, identicalpatterns of Fat PCP and Core PCP emerge during the growth
of the wing disc. The patterns remain aligned until the end
of prepupal development. They diverge during tissue flows,
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Figure 2. Core PCP and Fat PCP Systems Reorient after Hair Formation to Presage Cuticular Ridges
(A–C) Coarse-grained Ds::EGFP nematics at 32 (A), 38 (B), and 40 (C) hAPF. Nematics align with the PD axis anterior to L3 between 32 and 38 hAPF (A and B)
and turn posterior to L3 between 38 and 40 hAPF.
(D–F) Coarse-grained Fz::EGFP nematics at 32 (D), 38 (E), and 40.5 (F) hAPF. Nematics anterior to L3 stay alignedwith the PD axis, while those posterior to L3
turn between 38 and 40.5 hAPF.
(G and H) Coarse-grained hair polarity (G) and cuticular ridge nematics (H) were calculated according to Supplemental Experimental Procedures, Section 7.
Note that ridge nematics are defined to be orthogonal to cuticular ridges to highlight alignment with Core and Fat PCP nematics.
(I–L) Single-cell nematics of Fz::EGFP (I and J) and Ds::EGFP (K and L) posterior to the L4 vein at 32 hAPF (I and K) and 40.5 hAPF (J and L).
(I0–L0)Rosediagramsdisplayingtheorientationof singlecellnematics in (I)–(L).Circles frominsidetooutside indicate12.5%,25%,and50%ofcells.Binsize is18.
(M) Quantification of changing angles between the averaged nematic and the PD axis for Fz::EGFP (red) and Ds::EGFP (blue) over time for the region shown
in (I)–(L). Note that Fz::EGFP nematics turn counterclockwise and Ds::EGFP nematics turn clockwise. Thus, at 40.5 hAPF, Fz::EGFP and Ds::EGFP orient to
opposite sides of the cell.
Scale bars, 50 mm (A–F) and 500 mm (G and H); 10 mm (I–L). See also Figure S2 and Movie S2.
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2114vector directions (similar to their deduced relationship in the
eye and anterior abdomen [9, 26–28]) to form a new pattern
that presages cuticular ridges.
Several conclusions can be drawn from these observations.
First, the Fat system cannot directly bias the PD orientation ofCore PCP in pupal wings, because Core PCP reorients during
flows, while Fat PCP is unchanged. Second, unlike Core PCP,
patterns of Fat PCP are not influenced by tissue flows:
gradients of Ds and Fj may be stronger orienting cues. Third,
although the Fat PCP system clearly orients along expression




Figure 3. The Balance between Pk and Sple Controls the Amount of Coupling between PCP Systems
(A–D) Coarse-grained vector direction of Fz::EYFP clones (A; n = 395 clones) and prehair polarity (B) in a pk1/pk30 pupal wing at 32 hAPF. (C) Position of
individual Fz::EYFP clones and their correlation with prehair polarity. Red indicates parallel and blue antiparallel alignment of both vectors. (D) Distribution
of angle differences between Fz::EYFP clone polarity and prehair polarity. Concentric circles from inside to outside indicate 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, and
30% of clones. Bin size is 30.
(E–J) Coarse-grained Fmi (E–G) or Ds (H–J) nematics in wild-type (E and H), pk30 (F and I), and tub>sple (G and J) pupal wings at 32 hAPF.
(K–M) Comparison between Fmi and Ds nematics in wild-type (K), pk30 (L), and tub>sple (M). The color of each box indicates the angular correlation between
Fmi and Ds nematics (Supplemental Experimental Procedures, Section 8). Red indicates parallel and blue perpendicular alignment. Transparency of tiles
encodes the combined local nematic order within both PCP systems. In opaque boxes, the nematic order of both PCP systems is high; within transparent
boxes, the nematic order of at least one PCP system is low.
Scale bars, 50 mm. See also Figure S3.
Coupling of Core and Fat PCP by Prickle/Spiny-Legs
2115gradients of Ds and Fj, it orients in response to other signals
as well.
Sple Couples Core PCP to Fat PCP and Perturbs Distal
Alignment in pk Mutants
What cues might regulate coupling and uncoupling of Fat and
Core PCP? We noted that divergence of their patterns during
tissue flows coincides with the time at which Pk is required
for the establishment of normal hair polarity [33].Wewondered
whether Pk might be required for divergence of Core and Fat
PCP during tissue flows. Indeed, the hair polarity pattern in
pk mutants resembles that of Fat PCP at the time hairs
emerge: both are significantly orthogonal to the PD axis and
reflect across L3 (Figures S2C, S2C0, and S4A; [15, 16]). To
investigate this idea, we quantified and averaged Core PCP
nematics in pk2 pupal wings and compared them to the orien-
tation of Ds nematics in the samewings (Figures 3F, 3I, 3L, andS3F). While Fmi-based nematics are reduced in magnitude in
pk mutants, these experiments reveal residual polarity of the
Core PCP system that is different from the wild-type pattern
and similar to that of Fat PCP (Figures 3E, 3F, 3H, 3I, 3K, 3L,
and S3F). Thus, loss of the Pk isoform allows the Fat system
to influence the Core PCP pattern during tissue flows when
these systems normally diverge. To investigate the relation-
ship between altered Core PCP and altered hair polarity, we
compared the orientation of prehair emergence to Core PCP
nematics (Figures S3A–S3D) and vectors (Figures 3A–3D).
Hairs emerge toward Fz-containing domains in pk mutant
wings, just as they do in wild-type, suggesting that Core
PCP still controls hair orientation.
The Pk and Sple isoforms produced from the pk-sple locus
differ in their N-terminal domains, are required in different
tissues, and act antagonistically. Genetic analysis suggests







C Figure 4. Sple Overexpression, but Not Loss, of
Pk Reverses the Early Polarity Pattern
(A) Stbm::EYFP-expressing clones in a wing
overexpressing sple in the posterior compart-
ment (en(105)>sple) at 16 hAPF. Positions
of the AP boundary and wing margin are indi-
cated by white and red dashed lines, respec-
tively.
(B and B0) Higher magnification views of
the boxed regions shown in (A). Polarity of
Stbm::EYFP is indicated by red arrowheads and
is reversed in the posterior compartment.
(C) Coarse-grained global Core PCP pattern in
en(105)>sple pupal wings at 16 hAPF, obtained
by averaging information from 483 Stbm::EYFP-
expressing clones from six pupal wings as
described in [17]. Dashed lines indicate the wing
margin and AP compartment boundary, green
dots the position of the sensory organs along L3
and at the anterior crossvein.
(D) Coarse-grained Core PCP nematics quanti-
fied from Stbm::EYFP localization in a pk1/pk30
pupal wing at 16 hAPF.
(E and E0) Higher magnification views of the
boxed regions shown in (D) showing PCP ne-
matics in single cells.
(F and F0) Stbm::EYFP clones in pk1/pk30 pupal
wing at 16 hAPF, located in similar regions as
(B and B0). Stbm::EYFP polarity (red arrowheads)
is similar to wild-type.
(G) Coordinate system based on vein positions.
The origin is at the intersection of L4 with the
ACV. The x axis goes through the distal end of
L4, and the y axis is perpendicular to the x axis.
Angles are defined to be zero whenever they
point in positive x direction. Angles increase in
counterclockwise direction.
(H and I) Physical theory describing the
reorientation of Core PCP (Supplemental
Theoretical Procedures, Section 1). Core PCP
is coupled to a shear field oriented along the PD axis (H). Also, there is a coupling to a simplified Fat PCP direction field f (I) that is everywhere
parallel to the AP axis. The direction of the f pattern flips at vein L3 and around the veins L3, L4, and L5.
(J–L) Simplified initial conditions used for numerical solutions of Equation 1.
See also Figure S4.
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2116pk mutant wings [16], and genetic experiments suggest that
Sple may sensitize Core PCP to the Fat system [15, 18, 19].
To ask whether Sple might promote alignment of Fat and
Core PCP domains, we overexpressed Sple throughout the
wing using tubulin-Gal4 (tub>sple). Quantifying Core and Fat
PCPnematics at 32hAPF (Figures 3G, 3J, 3M, andS3G) reveals
striking alignment between the axes of Core and Fat PCP
(Figure 3M). In most regions, the Core PCP pattern remains
correlated with that of Fat PCP and does not reorient distally.
Regions near veins—particularly L3—are exceptions. Here,
the direction of Fat PCP vectors flips over short distances (Fig-
ures S1I and S1L), while the orientation of wing hairs suggests
that Core PCP bends smoothly. In general, the altered Core
PCPpattern presages the changedhair polarity pattern in adult
tub>sple wings (Figure S4B). These data show that Sple pro-
motes coupling of Core and Fat PCP domains.
The orientation of hairs in Sple-overexpressing wings sug-
gests that Fz domains point toward L3 and somewhat proxi-
mally. This would indicate that Fz is on opposite boundaries
from Dachs and Ds, exactly the reverse orientation to that
observed in the larval wing disc (Figure S4B). To confirm
this, we quantified the polarity of Fz::EYFP- and EGFP::Pk-
expressing clones in 32 hAPF pupal wings overexpressing
Sple in the posterior compartment (Figures S3H–S3K). Indeed,Fz::EYFP localizes to anterior and proximal cell boundaries
and EGFP::Pk to posterior and distal cell boundaries in the
overexpression region (Figures S3J and S3K). Thus, Sple pro-
motes coupling of the Core and Fat PCP systems with oppo-
site polarities, and this coupling inhibits reorientation of Core
PCP during tissue flows. Unopposed Sple activity in pk mu-
tants likely perturbs Core PCP orientation by this mechanism.
Consistent with this idea, reducing Fat PCP activity sup-
presses hair polarity defects in pk mutants [15], and in wings
overexpressing Sple (Figures S3L–S3Q).
The altered hair polarity patterns caused by pkmutation and
continuous Sple overexpression are not identical (Figures S4A,
S4B, and S4D). Although both perturbations tend to deflect
hair polarity orthogonal to the PD axis and toward vein L3,
the remaining PD component is proximal in Sple-overexpress-
ing wings, but distal in pk mutant wings. Much more similar
hair patterns are produced when Sple expression is limited
to pupal stages (Figures S4A–S4F) [5]. This suggests that larval
and prepupal Sple overexpression, but not pk mutation,
reverses the vector direction of the early, fan-shaped Core
PCP pattern. Indeed, analyzing Stbm::EYFP and EGFP::Pk
clones shows the orientation of Core PCP is reversed by
Sple overexpression in larval discs and 16 hAPF wings, but
is normal in pk mutants (Figures 4A–4F0 and S4G–S4I0).
Coupling of Core and Fat PCP by Prickle/Spiny-Legs
2117Single-molecule fluorescence in situ hybridization (smFISH)
suggests that wing discs and 6 hAPF wings express smaller
amounts of Sple than 18–36 hAPF wings (Figures S4J–S4N).
It may be that low amounts of Sple are insufficient to reverse
polarity in the presence of other orienting signals in the wing
disc [17].
The Core PCP and Fat PCP patterns in Sple-overexpressing
wings are similar but not identical, particularly near veins.
Other factors are needed to explain the observed Core PCP
andwing hair patterns quantitatively. Thesemay include tissue
shear and the tendency of Core PCP domains to align locally.
The interplay of such effects can be quantitatively investigated
by a physical theory for Core PCP orientation dynamics.Quantitative Study of Sple-Dependent Coupling of Core
and Fat PCP using a Physical Model
Previously, we used a hydrodynamic description to show that
Core PCP reorientation in wild-type pupal wings can be quan-
titatively explained by a coupling to local tissue shear and rota-
tion [7]. By tissue shear, wemean tissue deformation similar to
convergence-extension where the axis of extension defines
the shear axis. Shear is caused by cell elongation, cell divi-
sions, and cell rearrangements, which are oriented along the
PD axis in the pupal wing. Here, we extend this hydrodynamic
model to explore the effects of an additional Sple-mediated
coupling of Core PCP to Fat PCP during tissue flows. The hy-
drodynamic approach describes the dynamic behavior of cell
polarity on tissue scales by continuous variables. We denote
the local angle of Core PCP (pointing toward Fz) with respect
to the PD axis by j (Figure 4G). Similarly, we introduce the
angle f of Fat PCP (pointing toward Ds) and the angle q
describing the local axis of tissue shear (Figures 4H and 4I).
We focused on dynamics of the Core PCP direction field j.
Starting from simplified initial conditions corresponding to
wild-type and mutant Core PCP patterns observed at 16
hAPF (Figures 4J–4L), we solved an equation for the time evo-
lution of the Core PCP direction j that is of the form
vj
vt
= kn sinð2½j2 qÞ2 z sinðj2fÞ+ kDj; (Equation 1)
where the symbol k denotes the local rate of shear along the
axis given by q, and the coefficient n denotes the strength
of shear coupling. If n is negative (positive), Core PCP tends
to align parallel (perpendicular) to the shear axis. Here, we
treat the product kn as a single independent parameter. The
coupling of Core PCP to Fat PCP is described by the coeffi-
cient z. For negative z, Core PCP (pointing toward Fz) tends
to align in the opposite direction as Fat PCP (pointing toward
Ds). For positive z, Core PCP tends to align in the same direc-
tion as Fat PCP. The tendency of Core PCP vectors to locally
align with each other is captured by an interaction with
strength k, which is always positive. The symbol D denotes
the Laplace operator. At points where the value of j attains a
local maximum (minimum), Dj is negative (positive). In Equa-
tion 1, we have ignored advection and local tissue rotation
for simplicity.
In order to capture the possible effects of Sple overexpres-
sion on Core PCP reorientation, we characterized tissue over-
expressing Sple by different values of the parameters kv, z,
and k. For wild-type tissue, we denote these parameter values
by kvwt, zwt, and kwt and for tissue overexpressing Sple by
kvso, zso, and kso. This reflects the possibility that Sple overex-
pression could change any of these parameters. Long-termtime-lapse imaging of Sple-overexpressing wings shows
roughly normal tissue flow and shear (Figures S4O and S4P;
Movie S3), so differences between the value of knso and kvwt
should only reflect changes in the response to tissue shear.
Using our model, we can test which parameter changes are
necessary to account for our observations.
In order to numerically solve Equation 1, we considered
a simple homogeneous shear pattern oriented along the PD
axis ðq=0Þ (Figure 4H). Similarly, we used a simplified un-
changing Fat PCP pattern oriented perpendicular to the PD
axis everywhere ðf= 6p=2Þ. Anterior to the L3 vein, Ds points
anteriorly ðf= +p=2Þ and posterior to this vein, Ds points pos-
teriorly ðf= 2p=2Þ (Figure 4I). In addition, we introduce flips
around veins L3, L4, and L5 (Supplemental Theoretical Proce-
dures, Section 4). We also imposed boundary conditions
involving an elastic element coupling margin bristle direction
and Core PCP at the margin (Supplemental Theoretical Proce-
dures, Section 2). These were motivated by observed hair and
bristle patterns. Thus, our model predicts not only the orienta-
tion of wing hairs but also the orientation of wing margin bris-
tles (Figure S5P).
A Single Parameter Set Accounts for Hair Polarity Patterns
in Wild-Type and Sple-Overexpressing Wings
Interestingly, expressing Sple ubiquitously at different stages
of wing development causes distinct hair polarity patterns
(Figures 5A, 5D, 5G, and 5J). In addition, limiting Sple overex-
pression to the posterior compartment causes reproducible
bending of the hair polarity pattern near the AP boundary (Fig-
ures 5M, 5P, and 5S). We aimed to find one set of parameters
(kvwt, zwt, kwt, kvso, zso, and kso) that can account for all of
these hair polarity patterns. Conditions studied were as fol-
lows: (1) wild-type; (2) early ubiquitous Sple overexpression
(during larval and prepupal stages); (3) late ubiquitous Sple
overexpression (starting at pupal stages); (4) permanent ubiq-
uitous Sple overexpression; and (5) early, (6) late, and (7) per-
manent Sple overexpression in the posterior compartment.
For wild-type and for late Sple overexpression (conditions 1,
3, and 6), we started fromwild-type initial conditions (Figure 4J)
corresponding to the fan-shaped Core PCP pattern at 16
hAPF. For early and permanent posterior Sple overexpression
(conditions 5 and 7), we started from a fan-shaped pattern that
is inverted only in the posterior compartment (Figure 4L),
consistent with Figures 4A–4C. Similarly, for early and perma-
nent ubiquitous Sple overexpression (conditions 2 and 4), we
started from a completely inverted fan-shaped pattern (Fig-
ure 4K). Starting from these initial conditions, we explored
parameter space and did indeed find a single parameter set,
shown in Table S2 (model A), for which our model produces
the key features of wild-type and all genetically perturbed
wing hair patterns (Figure 5; Movies S4-1, S4-2, S4-3, S4-4,
S4-5, S4-6, and S4-7). To facilitate a quantitative comparison,
we plotted the angles of the calculated final Core PCP direc-
tion (red solid lines) together with the observedwing hair direc-
tion field (blue solid lines) as a function of the distance from
vein L4 (along the line shown in red in Figure 4G; Supplemental
Experimental Procedures, Section 9) in Figures 5C, 5F, 5I, 5L,
5O, 5R, and 5U.
The parameter values were determined as follows (Supple-
mental Theoretical Procedures, Sections 3 and 5; Table S2).
In all genetically perturbed conditions (2–7), wing hair angles
turn over characteristic distances, denoted by lwt and mso.
These turning distances are related to the strength with which








Figure 5. Qualitative and Quantitative Prediction of Hair Polarity Patterns in Different Sple Overexpression Conditions
Results of our physical theory for all seven conditions of space- and time-dependent Sple overexpression. Parameters used are listed in Table S2 (model A).
Quantified wing hair patterns (A, D, G, J, M, P, and S) are compared to numerical solutions of Equation 1 at the time of wing hair outgrowth (B, E, H, K, N, Q,
(legend continued on next page)
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2119their tendency to align with shear ðlwt = ðkwt=2jkvwtjÞ1=2Þ or with
Fat PCP ðmso = ðkso=zsoÞ1=2Þ. To reduce the space of possible
parameter values, we compared the linear profiles of observed
wing hair angles to stationary solutions of Equation 1. This al-
lows us to directly measure lwt and mso using a fit of the theo-
retical profile to the experimental data (Table S1).
From earlier work [7], we know that Core PCP reorientation
during pupal stages in wild-type can be accounted for without
input from an AP-oriented signal like that of Fat PCP. There-
fore, we set zwt = 0, corresponding to no coupling to Fat
PCP. With this assumption, a value for kvwt can be obtained
from the data by fitting the dynamic solution of Equation 1
to the observed time-dependent Stbm::EYFP pattern in
the whole wing (Figures 1D, 1G, and 1J; Movie S4-8; Sup-
plemental Theoretical Procedures, Section 5). The best fit
was obtained for kvwt = 2 0:1h
2 1. From the values of lwt and
kvwt follows the value of the neighbor coupling kwt (Tables S1
and S2).
For tissue overexpressing Sple, we cannot quantify the full
dynamics of Core PCP reorientation. Therefore, we compared
the final state of the dynamic solutions of Equation 1 to the
quantified wing hair patterns. We found that we could only
account for all observed hair patterns by introducing an anti-
parallel coupling to Fat PCP ( zso<0 ; model A). Furthermore,
the magnitude jzsoj must be at least two to three times larger
than jkvsoj, suggesting that under Sple overexpression
conditions, coupling to Fat PCP dominates over coupling to
shear. Because of this, we cannot determine the precise value
of the shear coupling in Sple overexpression conditions
kvso. Thus, for model A, we chose kvso = kvwt. Note that
models that alter the axial response to flow but do not include
vectorial Sple-dependent coupling fail to reproduce some
of the experimentally observed wing hair pattern (model B;
Figures S5A–S5L; Supplemental Theoretical Procedures,
Section 6).
Thus, for the first time, we can quantitatively explain the
patterns of hair polarity observed in a set of genetic perturba-
tions. Core polarity defects caused by Sple overexpression at
different times can be explained by taking into account just
three physical mechanisms (captured by three parameters)
that act on the initial fan-shaped Core PCP pattern: (1)
coupling to tissue shear, (2) Sple-dependent vector coupling
to Fat PCP, and (3) the tendency of Core PCP to align locally.
When Sple is overexpressed only during tissue flows, the
initially normal Core PCP pattern does not properly reorient
along the PD axis because Sple-dependent coupling to Fat
PCP is stronger than the effects of tissue shear. However,
coupling of Core to Fat PCP does not result in a perfectly AP
hair polarity pattern (like that of Fat PCP) because of the third
parameter: the tendency of Core PCP domains to locally align.
This disfavors discontinuities in Core PCP vector orientation
and causes these vectors to bend smoothly as they approach
L3. This model also provides a theoretical explanation for
the altered pattern of hair polarity in pk mutants, which is
produced bymechanisms that aremimicked by late Sple over-
expression (Figures S4A, S4C, and S4E). Our theory also accu-
rately predicts the proximal-oriented hair polarity observedand T). In the numerical solutions of Equation 1, bulk polarity (blue and red arrow
(see Supplemental Theoretical Procedures, Section 2). (C, F, I, L, O, R, and U) D
lines) polarity patterns. We plot angles for both along the line shown in red in F
eight wings for each condition. The blue-hatched region indicates the circular
Section 9). The theoretical curves correspond to the respective polarity patter
Scale bars, 500 mm (A, D, G, J, M, P, and S). See also Figure S5 and Movie S4when Sple overexpression is discontinued before the onset
of tissue flows: here, tissue shear acts on the reversed initial
pattern to align its axis proximodistally, but does not correct
its vector direction (Figures 5D, 5E, 5M, and 5N). This clearly
shows that the PD shear signal operating at pupal stages pro-
vides axial rather than vector information. This axial signal nor-
mally operates on the preexisting Core PCPpattern to produce
distally oriented Core PCP.
Sple Couples Core and Fat PCP after Hair Formation to
Produce the Pattern of Cuticular Ridges
After hairs form, Core and Fat PCP vectors become aligned in
opposite directions and form a new pattern like that of ridges
(Figures 2 and S2). Fat vectors rotate anterior to L3 to align
with Core PCP along the PD axis. Posterior to L3, Fat and
Core PCP vectors both adjust their polarity to achieve a
compromise orientation. To investigate how the Core and
Fat PCP systems influenced each other during this process,
we quantified Fat and Core PCP nematics at 40 hAPF
in stbm6 and ft1 mutant wings, respectively (Figures 6G
and 6M). ft1 is a hypomorphic mutant with altered wing shape
but normal hair polarity [15]. Although loss of Stbm does not
affect Fat PCP at earlier stages (Figure S6C), it blocks reorien-
tation of Fat PCP after hair formation such that it remains
oriented along the AP axis throughout the wing (Figures 6D,
6M, 6P, 6P0, 6S, and 6S0). In contrast, loss of Fat only affects
the late Core PCP pattern posteriorly—consistent with poste-
rior-specific ridge defects in these wings (Figures 6C, 6G,
6J, and 6J0) [15]. This suggests that Core PCP determines
the orientation of Fat PCP vectors anteriorly but that both
influence each other posteriorly.
Since Sple promotes coupling of Fat and Core PCP vectors
with opposite polarities, we investigated whether changes in
the balance between Pk and Sple might occur at this time.
Indeed, in vivo time-lapse imaging of endogenous EGFP-
tagged Pk reveals that Pk levels decrease starting at 35 hAPF
(Movie S5-1). In contrast, smFISH shows that Sple expression
persists (Figure S4N). We had noted that loss of Sple did not
affect the Core PCP pattern in early pupal wings (Figures S6A
and S6B). To askwhether Sple was required later to reorganize
Core and Fat PCP patterns after hair formation, we quantified
these patterns in sple mutant wings. Indeed, removing Sple
prevents theantiparallel alignmentofCoreandFatPCPvectors
posterior to L3 (Figures 6B, 6F, 6I, 6I0, 6L, 6R, and 6R0). Surpris-
ingly, Fat PCP still reorients to point along the PD axis anterior
to L3 (Figures 6L, 6O, and 6O0). Thus, Sple is only essential
for coupling posterior to L3—consistent with the posterior-
specific ridge defects seen in splemutant wings [5]. Anteriorly,
Fat PCP can obey orienting signals from Core PCP indepen-
dently of Sple. Loss of Pk alone may allow weak antiparallel
coupling between the two systems.
In pk mutants, Core PCP vectors point along the AP axis
when hairs form (Figures 3A and 3F). Although Pk levels drop
by the time cuticle is secreted, pkmutants develop abnormally
oriented cuticular ridges [5]. Thus, we wondered whether the
abnormal Core PCP pattern at the time of hair formation
disturbed the subsequent reorganization of Fat PCP to forms) aswell as the direction of wingmargin bristles (green arrows) are indicated
irect comparison of experimental (blue solid lines) and theoretical (red solid
igure 4G. For the experimental curves, we quantified hair polarity in at least
SD of quantified wing hair angles (Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
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Figure 6. Activity of Both PCP Systems Is Required for Their Realignment after Hair Formation
(A–D) Schemes indicating orientations of Core and Fat PCP systems in wild-type (A), sple1 (B), ft1 (C), and stbm6 (D) pupal wings at 40 hAPF.
(E–G) Coarse-grained Fz::EGFP nematics in control (E), sple1 (F), and ft1 (G) pupal wings at 40 hAPF.
(H–J0) Fz::EGFP staining and single-cell nematics (H–J), and rose diagrams quantifying the respective nematic orientations (H0–J0) in region 1 (green box in A)
in the same wings as (E)–(G).
(K–M) Coarse-grained Ds::EGFP nematics in control (K), sple1 (L), and stbm6 (M) pupal wings at 40 hAPF.
(N–S0) Ds::EGFP staining and single-cell nematics in boxed regions 2 (N–P) and 1 (Q–S), and rose diagrams quantifying the respective nematic orientations
(N0–S0) the in the same wings as (K–M).
Scale bars, 50 mm (E–G and K–M) and 10 mm (H–J and N–S). In rose diagrams, circles from inside to outside indicate 12.5%, 25%, and 50%of cells. Bin size is
18. See also Figure S6.
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PD axis in pk mutant wings: it remains aligned with Core PCP
along theAPaxis (Figures S6D–S6H0;Movie S5-2). Thus, evolu-
tion of the Core and Fat PCP ridge pattern depends on earlier
Pk-dependent alignment of Core PCP with the PD axis.
Hair Polarity in fz and stbmMutants Follows that of the Fat
System
fz and stbm mutants, which lack all Core PCP function [33],
have similar and reproducible hair polarity patterns differentfrom those of pk mutants [4, 34]. We noticed that these pat-
terns are almost exactly antiparallel to those produced by
continuous uniform Sple overexpression (Figures 7A–7C and
7F–7H), which couples Core PCP to the Fat system. Could
Fat PCP guide hair polarity when Core PCP is absent? Indeed,
comparing the orientation of emerging hairs and Ds nematics
in fz and stbmmutant wings reveals strong correlation (Figures
7J–7Q and S7A–S7F0). Hairs grow toward Dachs-containing
boundaries; the opposite orientation as in Sple-overexpress-








Figure 7. Perturbations of the Fat PCP System
Influence the Hair Pattern in fz and stbmMutants
(A–E) Quantification of hair polarity in fz1/fzR52
(A), stbm6 (B), tub>sple (C), nab>ds-RNAi from 0
hAPF (D), and stbm6 nab>ds-RNAi from 0 hAPF
(E) adult wings.
(F–I) Quantitative comparisons of averaged hair
polarity patterns between fz1/fzR52 and stbm6
(F), fz1/fzR52 and tub>sple (G), stbm6 and tub>sple
(H), and stbm6 and stbm6 nab>ds-RNAi from
0 hAPF (I). Red indicates parallel alignment of
hair polarities, and blue indicates antiparallel
hair polarities.
(J–Q) Coarse-grained Ds nematics (J and N)
correlate with the orientation of prehairs (K and
O) in fzP21/fzR52 (J–M) and stbm6 (N–Q) pupal
wings at 35 hAPF. (L and P) Quantitative compar-
ison between coarse-grained Ds nematics and
prehair polarities in (J and N) and (K and O),
respectively. Red indicates parallel and blue
perpendicular alignment between Ds nematics
and prehairs. (M and Q) Rose diagram indicating
the distribution of angles between Ds ne-
matics and hair polarities in the wings shown in
(J and K) and (N and O), respectively.
Scale bars, 500 mm (A–I) and 50 mm (J–L and N–P).
See also Figure S7.
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while Fat PCP generally guides hair outgrowth in fz and
stbmmutants, other mechanisms favoring local hair alignment
dominate when Fat PCP vectors change over short distances
(as they do near veins).
To ask whether these mutant hair polarity patterns depend
on Fat PCP, we knocked down ds in a stbm6 background start-
ing at pupariation. In an otherwise wild-type background, late
ds knockdown does not perturb hair polarity (Figure 7D).
In contrast, ds knockdown in stbm6 mutants alters the hair
pattern (Figures 7B, 7E, and 7I). Furthermore, a new feature
emerges in these wings: hairs tend to point toward and flip
across longitudinal veins 3–5 and both crossveins (Figures
S7G–S7J0). Thus, many aspects of the hair polarity pattern in
stbm6 mutants depend directly on the Fat PCP system. Loss
of both systems uncovers orienting signals associated with
wing veins.
Notably, hair polarity is still locally aligned when both Ds
and Stbm are absent (Figure 7E), extending previous obser-
vations [35]. To further investigate this, we induced ft8 null
mutant clones in fzP21/fzR52 mutant wings (Figures S7K–
S7P). Cells lacking ft in this background should have no in-
formation from either PCP system. Hair polarity still aligns
between neighboring cells in ft, fz double-mutant tissue (Fig-
ures S7N–S7P), confirming that this coordination is indepen-
dent of both PCP systems. In summary, when Core PCP
and Fat PCP patterns differ, hairs follow Core PCP and orient
toward Fz-containing domains. If Core PCP domains cannot
polarize, then the Fat PCP pattern biases hair outgrowth
such that hairs orient toward Dachs. In the absence of both
systems, hairs still align locally and obey signals associated
with wing veins.Discussion
The relationship between the Core
and Fat PCP systems has been a
vexed issue. Some argue that Fat PCPprovides global cues to direct the pattern of Core PCP, which
then orients structures such as hairs and bristles [26, 36].
Others have suggested that these systems contribute inde-
pendently to morphological polarization [21, 22]. We resolve
this problem by showing that the balance of Pk and Sple activ-
ities regulates coupling between Core and Fat PCP. Pk allows
uncoupling, whereas Sple links the two systems with opposite
vector orientation (i.e., Fz and Ds are on opposite cell bound-
aries). In the wing, Pk is needed to uncouple Core and Fat PCP
during tissue flows. This allows Core PCP to reorient distally
and guide hair formation, while the Fat system stays oriented
along the AP axis. When Pk is lost and Sple dominates, the
systems are coupled during flow and Core PCP is misor-
iented. Later, Sple is required to couple the two systems and
generate the cuticular ridge pattern. It has been proposed
based on genetic observations that Sple allows the Core
PCP system to respond to cues from Fat PCP [15, 18, 19];
our findings provide concrete molecular support for this
idea. They further suggest that when Core and Fat PCP are
coupled, either partner can determine the orientation of their
joint pattern: Core PCP guides Fat PCP to form the cuticular
ridge pattern.
Although Fat and Core PCP vectors can uncouple when
Pk is present, they are aligned in the wing disc, despite the
presence of Pk. Here, they point in the same direction—unlike
when Sple dominates. This may suggest that Core and Fat
PCP have a weak tendency to align when Pk is present, but
that this can be overcome later by tissue flows. This may
explain why Fat PCP is needed for some aspects of the larval
Core PCP pattern near the hinge [12, 17]. Alternatively,
Fat PCP may influence Core PCP through effects on growth
orientation [2, 7].
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i.e., they depend not only on current input (such as tissue flows
or changed balance between Pk and Sple) but also on the pat-
terns that precede them. Early Sple overexpression is an illu-
minating example. Sple overexpression prior to tissue flows
reverses the orientation of the early Core PCP pattern; in the
absence of further Sple expression, this reversal is preserved
as the Core PCP axis realigns with the PD axis in pupal wings,
eventually reversing hair orientation. Thus, pupal reorienting
signals act mainly on the axis, rather than the vector, of Core
PCP. Axial information may be provided by oriented cell divi-
sions and rearrangements. It may also be present in PD cell
elongation and alignment of microtubules with the PD axis.
However, an axial signal is inconsistent with vectorial input
from signaling gradients, or with a requirement for polarized
(as opposed to axially aligned) microtubules at this stage.
The observed hysteresis of Core PCP patterns suggests that
the disturbed orientation of Core PCP (and hairs) in ft mutant
pupal wings could derive from the altered pattern in larval
discs, as polarity defects propagate during pupal tissue flows.
Our data are inconsistent with a direct role for Fat PCP in
orienting Core PCP distally at pupal stages, because their pat-
terns do not agree at this time.
Understanding hysteresis in PCPpatterns also helps resolve
the puzzle as to how they specify distinct orientations of hairs
and ridges. Based on phenotypes caused by timed Sple over-
expression, it was proposed that the ridge pattern posterior to
L3 is specified by an early (pre-18 hAPF) Sple- and Fat-depen-
dent signal oriented along the AP axis, while the pattern ante-
rior to L3 depends on a later Pk-dependent signal oriented
in the PD axis [5, 15]. It was unclear what cellular features
posterior to L3 might persist through subsequent Core PCP
reorganization to guide cuticle deposition many hours later
(40 hAPF). Our findings confirm the general idea that Sple al-
lows Fat PCP to influence Core PCP and ridge orientation
[15, 19]. But we show that this occurs just before cuticle secre-
tion, as loss of Pk allows Sple to couple Fat and Core PCP and
generate the ridge pattern. Earlier Sple overexpression (like
loss of Pk) affects ridges because the PD-oriented Core PCP
pattern does not develop properly. This affects the subse-
quent evolution of the ridge pattern.
The reproducible hair polarity patterns characteristic of
different Core PCP mutants have always been hard to explain.
We present a physical model that accounts for all the hair po-
larity patterns in wild-type wings, and in wings overexpressing
Sple at different times. We show that these patterns can be
quantitatively understood by taking into account just three
physical principles: (1) an axial PD-oriented signal (tissue
shear) that acts on differently oriented initial patterns, (2) the
Sple-dependent coupling of Core PCP to Fat PCP that is stron-
ger than the axial signal, and (3) the tendency of Core PCP
domains to align with each other. Thus, while Sple-dependent
coupling of Core to Fat PCP contributes importantly to the hair
polarity patterns seen in Sple-overexpressing wings (and Pk
mutant wings), it acts in the context of these other factors
and the resulting patterns cannot be understood quantitatively
without including them.
While hair polarity in pk wings is still guided by Core PCP,
this system loses polarity in fz and stbm mutants [33].
Hair patterns in these mutants are oriented directly by Fat
PCP. Thus, both PCP systems can orient hairs (consistent
with results in the abdomen [21]), but when these two sys-
tems disagree, Core PCP dominates. Strikingly, even in the
absence of both PCP systems hairs align with each otherlocally and form global patterns exhibiting new features
never observed in either type of mutant alone. Overall, our
findings suggest that tissue polarity relies on multiple self-
contained mechanisms that can be flexibly linked to each
other.
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